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Preamble
Imagine a world without fairy tales, a world with no funny little
stories and strange people to brighten our lives.
Well, ‘once upon a time’ the evil Orica decided to rid Fantasyland
of all Fairytales … for her own nasty reasons.
So, it was time for the Magic Mirror to place an ad. in the
classifieds for a suitable hero to save Fantasyland – enter Brandon
T. Mann
(and his little mate, brandon l. mann).
The Brandons’ ‘Quest’ is to collect a colored object from several
fairytales in order to form a rainbow and summon the magic crock of
gold which will save Fantasyland.
Of course our heroes’ appearance in the fairy tales comes as
somewhat of a surprise to the Big Bad Wolf, Goldilox and the
Three Bears, Jack and Giant Geoff, The Three Blind Mice, Little
Red Riding Hood and Snow White.
Can the Brandons save Fantasyland?
Does Orica manage to abolish all Fairytales forever?
Find out in this latest enchanting musical from John Duff.
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RUNNING SHEET
ACT ONE
Scene 1
Song 1

Da Da Da-Da Da Dum

The Mirror begins our story. The Mirror calls on Brandon and Brandon and informs them
of their Quest. They need to collect six colors to form a magic rainbow to save
Fantasyland.
Scene 2
Song 2

The Color Song

Scene 3
Enter Orica and Groova’ who scare away all the Fantasyland characters.
Orica casts a spell to rid the world of Fantasyland.
Enter Brandon and Brandon who are assigned their first task.

ACT TWO
Scene 1
Goldilox is watching television in the bears’ cave.
Song 3

The Dancing Bear

Scene 2
The Bears return from the woods and confront Goldilox.
Song 4

It Wasn’t Me

The Brandons arrive and collect the color ORANGE from the bears’ freshly squeezed
orange juice.

ACT THREE
Scene 1
The Mirror sends the Brandons off to retrieve the color PURPLE.
Scene 2
Song 5

The Realtors
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ACT THREE
Scene 2 (cont.)
The Three Pigs, Darryl, Darryl and Darryl are attending a home auction
conducted by the Big Bad Wolf, aka.GT Cash. The Pigs buy the house
of straw and the house of sticks, both of which are destroyed by GT Cash.
Scene 3
The Brandons arrive collect the color PURPLE from the purple plum sauce the wolf
has ready in preparation for his dinner.
Song 6

The Three Little Pigs

ACT FOUR
Scene 1
The Mirror sends the Brandons off to retrieve the color GREEN from ‘Jack and the
Beanstalk’.
Scene 2
The Beanseller (alias The Big Bad Wolf) swaps the magic climbing beans
for Jack’s cow.
Song 7

The Beanstalk Walk

Scene 3
Jack plants the beans and climbs the beanstalk, only to be chased down by Giant Geoff.
The Brandons enter and little brandon chats with Jack and Geoff and collects a GREEN
bean.

ACT FIVE
Scene 1
At Orica’s place. Groova’ is awaiting the return of Orica.
Song 8

F.A.N.T.C.

Orica arrives. She and Groova’ look through the Magic Mirror, who is doing a bit of parttime work at Orica’s, and discover that the Brandons are thwarting their plans to rid the
world of Fantasyland. Orica must now personally meddle in the remaining Fairy Tales to
realize her dream.
Song 9

Big Bad Orica
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ACT SIX
Scene 1
The Magic Mirror introduces the Three Blind Mice, Tom, Dick and Harry.
They are being stalked by Orica, disguised as the Farmer’s Wife.
Song 10

Run Run Run

Scene 2
The Brandons enter, collide with Orica and collect the color BLUE from
the blue vein cheese. The mice have been saved.

ACT SEVEN
Scene 1
The Mirror sends the Brandons to collect the color RED from Snow White and the Seven
Dwarfs.
Scene 2
Song11

Snow White

Snow White is at home with the Seven Dwarfs and Barry (the not so short dwarf).
Orica, disguised as a local fruiterer, tries to get Snow White to eat the poisoned apple.
The Brandons, aided by the dwarfs, prevent Snow White from biting the apple and thus
retrieve the color RED.
Song 12

Merry-Go-Round

ACT EIGHT
EIGHT
Scene 1
The Mirror sends the Brandons to retrieve their final color, YELLOW, from Little Red
Riding Hood, but warns him that Orica may join forces with the Big Bad Wolf to defeat
them.
Song 13
13

Lil’ Red

Scene 2
GT Cash has dressed up as Grandma and tries to catch Lil’ Red.
Orica joins the chase. She is then joined by Groova’
Brandon finds the color, YELLOW, in the lemons in the basket.
The Brandons have fulfilled their Quest.
GT Cash and Snow White make plans for the weekend.
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ACT NINE
Scene 1
All the colors are put together to form a rainbow thus saving Fantasyland.
The Quest is complete.
Song 14
14

The Brandons CheerLeader Mix

Special impromptu appearance by our fairytale friends as cheerleaders.
Song 15
15

Fantasy World

The BIG full cast finale.

Note:
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CAST
THE MAGIC MIRROR
The storyteller who enlists Brandon and brandon to save Fantasyland.
BRANDON T. MANN (T = THE)
The cool hero – although sometimes he is a little too concerned with his image, rather
than sticking to the task at hand.
BRANDON L. MANN (L = little)
A smaller carbon copy of his hero. He emulates Brandon T. whenever possible, but is
often more astute and effective.
ORICA (also disguised as The Farmer’s Wife and the Fruiterer)
The nasty, bad tempered old crone. She is as ugly and obnoxious as possible.
GROOVA’
GROOVA’
Orica’s ‘off sider’. He thinks of himself as the ultimate rapper, unfortunately he has
trouble getting words to rhyme.
GOLDILOX
A confident young woman. She is used to being able to use her charm to get whatever she
desires.
THE THREE BEARS
PAPA BEAR – Big Daddy Bear
MAMA BEAR – Big Mumma
BABY BEAR – Spoilt little bubba bear
THE THREE LITTLE PIGS
DARRYL – Little Pig #1
DARRYL – Little Pig #2
DARRYL – Little Pig #3
Three upwardly mobile pigs who are into investing in solid real estate. When together,
they amuse themselves with their own lame pig jokes.
THE BIG BAD WOLF (also disguised as The Beanseller, The Auctioneer and
Grandma)
A sleazy character, who cons those poor little pigs into buying ‘shonky’ homes, tries to
trick Jack and wreaks havoc at Grandma’s house.
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JACK ROBINSON
A nice, simple young country lad.
GIANT GEOFF
The gentle giant who really doesn’t want to cause any trouble.
THE THREE BLIND MICE
TOM – Blind Mouse #1
DICK – Blind Mouse #2
HARRY – Blind Mouse #3
Three mice for whom the world is a confusing enough place without being pursued by
‘The Farmer’s Wife’
SNOW WHITE
The quintessentially ‘nice’ heroine. Everyone loves Snow White!
THE SEVEN DWARFS
DOC
SNEEZY
GRUMPY
DOPEY
BASHFUL
BASHFUL
HAPPY
SLEEPY
and
BARRY
All dwarfs act exactly as their names suggest.
Barry is a ‘ring in’. He is actually quite tall, but lucky enough to be given a part as he is
related to the Magic Mirror …
LITTLE RED RIDING HOOD
The traditional Little Red, the damsel in distress.
FANTASYLAND REMOVALISTS (2)
An important, but non-speaking part. The removalists are responsible for moving the
Magic Mirror off and on stage
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SCRIPT
ACT ONE
Scene 1
Set: Castle interior
SONG 1

DA DA DA-DA DA DUM
Centre Stage: Magic Mirror
All items to be collected lined up across stage front.

Mirror:

This be the story of a Quest.
Fantasyland will soon need saving. The nastiest of nasties, Queen Orica, is
to lay a curse on all Fantasyland and its wonderful characters, a curse that
will see them gone forever from the pages of books and the hearts of us all.
(Not to mention putting my job on the line!)
Young Brandon T Mann has answered the ad I placed in the local
newspaperJob – A QUEST!
Description – Collect certain colors from fairytales and form a rainbow.
This rainbow will create a magic crock of gold that will lift the curse and
defeat Orica.
In front of me are holograms of the ‘Questian Pursuit’. The red apple, the
orange juice, the yellow lemon, the green beans, the blue cheese (Mirror
grimaces at the mention of the smelly cheese) – wooh! and the purple
plum sauce.
His reward? “Hero” status in Fantasyland – and his own line of men’s
fragrances – ‘Brandon au Savarrrrge’.

Enter Brandon T and Brandon l. They both walk over to the Mirror and
Brandon T begins ogling at his reflection, flexing his muscles,
combing his hair etc. Brandon l stands next to his hero, copying his movements.
Brandon T: Mirror, mirror on the wall.
Who’s the bravest, and most handsome one of all?
Mirror:

Why, you, young Brandon, the best by far.
You’re the man! You’re the star!
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Brandon T goes to give his hair one more comb, but decides he is just perfect. He exits,
‘cool as you like’ from the stage.
Brandon l now moves to stand in front of the Mirror. He tries to emulate his hero.
brandon l:

Mirror, mirror on the wall
Am I brave and strong and handsome and tall?

The Mirror has a bit of a chuckle to himself
Mirror:

Why, little Brandon …
You may not be as big and strong as Brandon T.,
But what you lack in height,
You make up with heart, just you wait and see.

Little Brandon puffs out his chest and flexes his muscles, then proudly walks off stage.
The Brandons return with a chorus full of color.
SONG 2

THE COLOR SONG

End Scene 1

ACT ONE
Scene 2
Set: An Enchanted Wood In Fantasyland
All Fantasyland creatures are chatting, playing and generally going about their business.
Mirror is brought in by Fantasyland Removalists and situated to one side of the stage, in
‘stand by’ mode. Enter Queen Orica and Groova’. All creatures huddle and cower.
Orica:

You miserable little people! Begone! For I, Orica,
Queen of nastiness and the ‘not very nice’, will now cast a
spell that will rid the world forever of your goody-goody agendas.

The Fantasyland creatures flee the stage. Rap-clap music starts.
Groova’:

Hey… Yoh! Hey… Yoh!
This little queen…. nasty, and not nice;
She’s gonna’ cast a spell on those three blind.…
(Struggling to make it rhyme) I knew it yesterday…. PIGS!
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